
RPS-25	?!
They call that an alien?

Spock	mind-melds	
three-eyed	aliens!

Provably.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iapcKVn7DdY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuEZEyDdmvQ

RPS-101!



GradeScope!

Piazza!
No	message?	
It	was	sent!	Check	

your	SPAM	folder!!

You’ve	Got	Mail!

Class	Surv
ey!

I’m looking to make contact!



How	Much	Prior	CS	Experience?

No Experience Some Experience

Most	of	you,	No
ne!

If	you	do	have	

experience	there	a
re	

still	lots	of	ways	to	
get	

a	ton	out	of	this	

course!



Friday	==	Lab!

Brian!

Kerry!

It’s an experience!

Friday,	2:45–4:45

grutors

plus,	lots	of	other	grutoring	hours...		(see	page)



Nick's rule…

Lab	lookback…

print "Five is", (4**4)/44

Lab's	goal: Get	things	working	
Complete	25-50%	of	the	hw

Finished	with	lab?		 OK!				No	need		to	stay	longer

Four	fours	is	~
	 sometimes	too	many…
	 other	times	too	few…

and never enough!           

-- Prof. Su

Watch 

out!



"Online"	help:				Piazza...
for	many	questions,	

Piazza	is	a	great	resource:

this	Q&Apage



Welcome	back	to	CS	5	!

Wally

Homework 0

Alien

due Tues. night (22:22:22)

Problem 0:  Reading + response… 

Problem 1:  Four-fours program: Can be done for lab...

Problem 2:  Rock-paper-scissors program (Maybe done already!)

Problems 3-4:  Picobot!  empty room (3) maze (4)

Average	of	
these	two?



Wally

Homework 0

Alien

due Mon. night (10:42pm)

Yes!  I see the 
resemblance

Problem 0:  Reading + response… 

Problem 1:  Four-fours program: Can be done for lab...

Problem 2:  Rock-paper-scissors program (Maybe done already!)

Problems 3-4:  Picobot!  empty room (3) maze (4)

Picobot!

Welcome	back	to	CS	5	!



Problem	0	?
Typically,	an	article	on	CS	or	an	application...

Submit	a	one-paragraph	response
A	few	sentences	that	raise	or	
address	questions,	using	the	
article	as	a	guide.

Small	part	(5	pts)
5	–	insightful,	careful
4	–	thoughtful
3	–	complete,	on	topic
0-2		–	less	than	complete	

This	week's	article	might	
not	seem	like	CS	at	first…



Seventy years ago, in 1940, a popular 
science magazine published a short 
article that set in motion one of the 
trendiest intellectual fads of the 20th 
century. At first glance, there seemed 
little about the article to augur its 
subsequent celebrity. Neither the title, 
“Science and Linguistics,” nor the 
magazine, M.I.T.’s Technology 
Review, was most people’s idea of 
glamour. And the author, a chemical 
engineer who worked for an 
insurance company and moonlighted 
as an anthropology lecturer at Yale 
University, was an unlikely candidate 
for international superstardom. And 
yet Benjamin Lee Whorf let loose an 
alluring idea about language’s power 
over the mind, and his stirring prose 
seduced a whole generation into 
believing that our mother tongue 
restricts what we are able to think.

and I thought my 
language was alien!



Seventy years ago, in 1940, a popular 
science magazine published a short 
article that set in motion one of the 
trendiest intellectual fads of the 20th 
century. At first glance, there seemed 
little about the article to augur its 
subsequent celebrity. Neither the title, 
“Science and Linguistics,” nor the 
magazine, M.I.T.’s Technology 
Review, was most people’s idea of 
glamour. And the author, a chemical 
engineer who worked for an 
insurance company and moonlighted 
as an anthropology lecturer at Yale 
University, was an unlikely candidate 
for international superstardom. And 
yet Benjamin Lee Whorf let loose an 
alluring idea about language’s power 
over the mind, and his stirring prose 
seduced a whole generation into 
believing that our mother tongue 
restricts what we are able to think.

and I thought my 
language was alien!

Better: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl7eQbGASF0 
Old:  https://www.nytimes.com/video/movies/100000004824816/anatomy-of-a-scene-arrival.html  @ 1:33 or so...



Seventy years ago, in 1940, a popular 
science magazine published a short 
article that set in motion one of the 
trendiest intellectual fads of the 20th 
century. At first glance, there seemed 
little about the article to augur its 
subsequent celebrity. Neither the title, 
“Science and Linguistics,” nor the 
magazine, M.I.T.’s Technology 
Review, was most people’s idea of 
glamour. And the author, a chemical 
engineer who worked for an 
insurance company and moonlighted 
as an anthropology lecturer at Yale 
University, was an unlikely candidate 
for international superstardom. And 
yet Benjamin Lee Whorf let loose an 
alluring idea about language’s power 
over the mind, and his stirring prose 
seduced a whole generation into 
believing that our mother tongue 
restricts what we are able to think.

and I thought my 
language was alien!

Better: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl7eQbGASF0 
Old:  https://www.nytimes.com/video/movies/100000004824816/anatomy-of-a-scene-arrival.html  @ 1:33 or so...

Q'n of the Day #1:

What movie is this?

Q'n of the Day #0:

What direction are 

you facing right now?



Seventy years ago, in 1940, a popular 
science magazine published a short 
article that set in motion one of the 
trendiest intellectual fads of the 20th 
century. At first glance, there seemed 
little about the article to augur its 
subsequent celebrity. Neither the title, 
“Science and Linguistics,” nor the 
magazine, M.I.T.’s Technology 
Review, was most people’s idea of 
glamour. And the author, a chemical 
engineer who worked for an 
insurance company and moonlighted 
as an anthropology lecturer at Yale 
University, was an unlikely candidate 
for international superstardom. And 
yet Benjamin Lee Whorf let loose an 
alluring idea about language’s power 
over the mind, and his stirring prose 
seduced a whole generation into 
believing that our mother tongue 
restricts what we are able to think.

and I thought my 
language was alien!

Better: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl7eQbGASF0 
Old:  https://www.nytimes.com/video/movies/100000004824816/anatomy-of-a-scene-arrival.html  @ 1:33 or so...

Alien languages offer a 

lot of opportunity!!



Last	time…
CS != Programming



Last	time…
A Big Idea

Informat
ion (simple)

Rules

CompositionComplexity

+



What	is	programming	?

Programming as recipe-writing

 vs.

Programming as learning a foreign language

1)	Expect	it	to	be	different!

2)	Practice,	not	memorization!

3)	Immerse	==	Experiment!

Baggage!

ser/estar
go/went



What	about	the	Python	
programming	language	?



The	foreign	language	of	python…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do



The	foreign	language	of	python…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do

This	pro
gram	sh

ould	pla
y	

RPS	"app
ropriate

ly."



The	foreign	language	of	python…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do

This	pro
gram	sh

ould	pla
y	

RPS	"app
ropriate

ly."

human-
desired	
result



The	foreign	language	of	python…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do

machine-
produced
output



What about me?

'Zach'

'Chris'

Zach

Chris

Eliot or Ran

Zach

‘Eliot’ or 
‘Ran’

a	graphical	view	of	a	
program's	semantics

user

'scissors'

'scissors'

machine-
produced
output



www.theonion.com

•	how	punctuation	is	used
•	the	language	keywords	used
•	use	of	whitespace

How	
Python	
looks!

The	foreign	language	of	python…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do

•	peculiarities	of	formatting
•	how	behavior	is	affected	…	



www.theonion.com

•	how	punctuation	is	used
•	the	language	keywords	used
•	use	of	whitespace

How	
Python	
looks!

The	foreign	language	of	python…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do

•	peculiarities	of	formatting
•	how	behavior	is	affected	…	

human-
typed	
input



The	challenge	of	programming…

syntax semantics intent
How	it	looks What	it	does What	it	should	do

human-
typed	
input

machine-
produced
output

human-
desired	
result

?

Look deep into my eyes...



How	we	learn…

High	Level	Princip
les?

Concrete	Examples!



hw0pr2rps:			RPS...

user 
input

choices w/ 
if/elif/else

random choices!

human choices!

all the syntax that creates the 

semantics (that you intend!)

A	function!



user = input( "Choose your weapon! " ) 

comp = random.choice( ['rock','paper','scissors") ]

print('user (you) chose:', 'user')

print('comp (me!) chose:'  comp)

if user == rock and comp = 'paper'

    print('The result is, YOU LOSE.'

   print('unless you're a CS5 grader, then YOU WIN :)')

(1)	Find	and	
correct	as	many	
errors	as	you	can	
in	this	code:

import random (2)		This	one	line	does	three	things…	what	are	they?

Syntax	challenge!

"Quiz!"

(a)																				

(b)																				

(c)																				

Name(s)

try	to	use	one	word	for	each	step!

(we	need	to	find	your	name	on	the	roster!)



user = input( "Choose your weapon! " ) 

comp = random.choice( ['rock','paper','scissors'] )

print('user (you) chose:', user)

print('comp (me!) chose:', comp)

if user == 'rock' and comp == 'paper':

    print('The result is, YOU LOSE.')

    print('unless you're a CS5 grader, then YOU WIN! :)')

import random
(a)	prints	the	"weapon"	prompt	

(b)	gets	user's	input	from	the	kbd	
(c)	assigns	that	input	to	the	variable	user

ev
er
y	
bl
oc
k	
of
	co
de
	m
us
t	l
in
e	
up
!

ev
er
y	

bl
oc
k	
of
	

co
de
	m
us
t	

lin
e	
up
!

flattering		-	or	flouting	-	
graders	is	encouraged!

a	colon	starts	a	new	block

The	comma	prints	a	space	and	
does	NOT	go	to	the	next	line.	

match	brackets,	parens	and	
single/double	quotes	!

(1)	Find	and	correct	as	many	
errors	as	you	can	here…

(2)		This	line	is	doing	three	things…	what	are	they?

Syntax	challenge!

(a)		prints!																				
(b)		gets!!																				
(c)		sets!!!																		

there's	one	more	left...

test-equals	uses	
TWO	equals	signs

'rock'	is	a	string,	
not	a	variable

user	is	a	
variable,	not	
a	string!

set-equals	always	uses	
ONE	equals	sign

test-equals

using	one	
word	for	
each	step!

matching	parenthesis!



user = input( "Choose your weapon! " ) 

comp = random.choice( ['rock','paper','scissors'] )

print('user (you) chose:', user)

print('comp (me!) chose:', comp)

if user == 'rock' and comp == 'paper':

    print('The result is, YOU LOSE.')

    print('unless you\'re a CS5 grader, then YOU WIN! :)')

import random

ev
er
y	
bl
oc
k	
of
	co
de
	m
us
t	l
in
e	
up
!

ev
er
y	

bl
oc
k	
of
	

co
de
	m
us
t	

lin
e	
up
!

flattering		-	or	flouting	-	
graders	is	encouraged!

a	colon	starts	a	new	block

The	comma	prints	a	space	and	
does	NOT	go	to	the	next	line.	

match	brackets,	parens	and	
single/double	quotes	!

(1)	Find	and	correct	as	many	
errors	as	you	can	here…Syntax	challenge!

test-equals	uses	
TWO	equals	signs

'rock'	is	a	string,	
not	a	variable

user	is	a	
variable,	not	
a	string!

set-equals	always	uses	
ONE	equals	sign

test-equals

a	backslash	handles	special	characters

print("how we'd print a single quote!")

matching	parenthesis!

(a)	prints	the	"weapon"	prompt	
(b)	gets	user's	input	from	the	kbd	

(c)	assigns	that	input	to	the	variable	user

(2)		This	line	is	doing	three	things…	what	are	they?
(a)		prints!																				
(b)		gets!!																				
(c)		sets!!!																		

using	one	
word	for	
each	step!



user = input( "Choose your weapon! " ) 

comp = random.choice( ['rock','paper','scissors'] )

print('user (you) chose:', user)

print('comp (me!) chose:', comp)

if user == 'rock' and comp == 'paper':

    print('The result is, YOU LOSE.')

    print('unless you\'re a CS5 grader, then YOU WIN! :)')

import random

ev
er
y	
bl
oc
k	
of
	co
de
	m
us
t	l
in
e	
up
!

ev
er
y	

bl
oc
k	
of
	

co
de
	m
us
t	

lin
e	
up
!

flattering		-	or	flouting	-	
graders	is	encouraged!

a	colon	starts	a	new	block

The	comma	prints	a	space	and	
does	NOT	go	to	the	next	line.	

match	brackets,	parens	and	
single/double	quotes	!

(1)	Find	and	correct	as	many	
errors	as	you	can	here…Syntax	challenge!

test-equals	uses	
TWO	equals	signs

'rock'	is	a	string,	
not	a	variable

user	is	a	
variable,	not	
a	string!

set-equals	always	uses	
ONE	equals	sign

test-equals

a	backslash	handles	special	characters

print("how we'd print a single quote!")

matching	parenthesis!

(a)	prints	the	"weapon"	prompt	
(b)	gets	user's	input	from	the	kbd	

(c)	assigns	that	input	to	the	variable	user

(2)		This	line	is	doing	three	things…	what	are	they?
(a)		prints!																				
(b)		gets!!																				
(c)		sets!!!																		

using	one	
word	for	
each	step!

Pass	‘em	to	you
r	right!

(take	a	photo,	i
f	you'd	like!)

”End	of	the	line
>"	if	you	can	gr

ab,	stack	and	p
ass	forward:		T

hank	you!!!



hw0pr2if:			Interactive	Fiction	J
Create a short text-

adventure in Python...

Use at least five 
control structures 

with decisions:
(if/elif/else)

We look forward to 

adventuring!

Use lists, strings, and dictionaries 
as you like ... not required ...



What	is	programming	?

It's	an	adventure!



Another	language!

… but also make it half the hw!

Let's not only add another language…

Even with three eyes, I 
must be misreading this!



Last	time…
A Big Idea

Informat
ion (simple)

Rules

CompositionComplexity

+



you'll see 100% in 
the next 10 minutes

Another	language	already?

Special-purpose language

you might see 
50% by the end 

of the term

Python 

Picobot

General-purpose language

The Picobot simulator
www.cs.hmc.edu/picobot

Picobot!

even then, <1% of its libraries!

Demo!



Picobot

area 
already 
covered

Picobot 
can't tell…

area not 
covered 

(yet!)

Inspiration?

wallsGoal:	full-room	
coverage	with	only	
local	sensing…

HW	problems	3	and	4:			Picobot!



Picobot

area 
already 
covered

Picobot 
can't tell…

area not 
covered 

(yet!)

The Roomba!

walls

HW	problems	3	and	4:			Picobot!

can't tell "vacuumed" 
from "unvacuumed" area 

Goal:	full-room	
coverage	with	only	
local	sensing…

Let's	se
e	it!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGI8Od22WM4



Surroundings
Picobot can only sense things 
directly to the N, E, W, and S

For example, here its surroundings are 

N

EW

S

NxWx
Surroundings are 

always in NEWS order.

N E W S



What	are	these	surroundings?

NxWx
N

Surroundings	are	
always	in	NEWS	order.

Wow	-	this	one	is	
disgusting!

What are 
these two?

E W S

N E W S N E W S

How many 
surroundings are 

there, total?



How	many	distinct	
surroundings	are	there?

N

EW

S
5-second	challenge

Surroundings

xEWx xExS



How	many	distinct	
surroundings	are	there?

N

EW

S

xxxx Nxxx xExx xxWx xxxS NExx NxWx NxxS

xEWx xExS xxWS NEWx NExS NxWS xEWS NEWS
(won’t happen)

==	16	possible24

Surroundings

Aargh!



State

Picobot's memory is a single 
number, called its state. 

State is the internal context of a 
computation, i.e., its subtask.

State and surroundings represent 
everything Picobot knows about the world

Picobot always starts in state 0.

I am in state 0. 
My surroundings 

are xxWS.

0

self-contained
but not simplistic



Picobot	programming	~	rules
current 
state surroundings

0 xxxx 0N

step

Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

0 Nxxx 0S

these two rules are a complete Picobot program

Start Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

?

…

rule	A

rule	B

new 
state

0



Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

Start Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

?

…

Picobot	programming	~	rules
current 
state surroundings

0 xxxx 0N

step

0 Nxxx 0S

these two rules are a complete Picobot program

new 
state

0

0

rule	A

rule	B



Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

Start Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

?

…

Picobot	programming	~	rules
current 
state surroundings

0 xxxx 0N

step

0 Nxxx 0S

these two rules are a complete Picobot program

new 
state

0

0

0

rule	A

rule	B



Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

Start Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

?

Picobot	programming	~	rules
current 
state surroundings

0 xxxx 0N

step

0 Nxxx 0S

these two rules are a complete Picobot program

new 
state

0

0 0

0

rule	A

rule	B



Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

Start Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 …

?

Picobot	programming	~	rules
current 
state surroundings

0 xxxx 0N

step

0 Nxxx 0S

these two rules are a complete Picobot program

new 
state

0

0 0

0

rule	A

rule	B



Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

Start Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

these	cycl
e	back	an

d	forth…

Picobot	programming	~	rules
current 
state surroundings

0 xxxx 0N

step

0 Nxxx 0S

these two rules are a complete Picobot program

new 
state

0

0 0

0

rule	A

rule	B



Rules

Each	rule	expresses	your	intent	for	Picobot!

I am in state 0. 
My surroundings 

are xxWS.

0 xxWS 0N

If Picobot's in state 
0 seeing xxWS,

Then move North, and 
"change" to state 0.

Picobot	acts	through	a	set	of	rules0

current 
state surroundings step new 

state

syntax

semantics



Wildcards
Asterisks	 *  are	wild	cards.													

They	match	walls	or	empty	space:

N must be empty

I only care about NORTH being EMPTY

that's it!

0 x*** 0N

current 
state surroundings direction new 

state

EWS may be wall or empty space
8 surroundings 

in one rule



Hint:		Use	a	step	of			X		to	stay	in	place	...

state surr. move
new 
state

Picobot's	world

P0

0 N*** -> W 1

0 x*** -> N 0

1 ***x -> S 1

1.		Run	Picobot!		Which	rule	A,	B,	or	C	runs	first?			________

1a.		How	many	times	does	rule	(A)	run?		__________
1b.		How	many	times	does	rule	(B)	run?		__________
1c.		How	many	times	does	rule	(C)	run?		__________

One step per rule
One rule to rule 

them all?

That's  precious!

The	Rule	is	

2.		Picobot	stops	when	no	rule	matches.	Where	does	it	stop?

3.		Add	a	rule	so	that	Picobot	continues	back	upwards!

Extra #1     Rule A has a bug! What is it? 
Extra #2     Add rules to finish exploring the 
empty room from any starting point… 
Extra #3     How to do this in only 6 rules total?!

rule	(A)

rule	(B)

rule	(C)

more	
rules

Write	a	rule	so	Picobot	returns	back	upwards...



state surr. move
new 
state

Picobot's	world

P0

0 N*** -> W 1

0 x*** -> N 0

1 ***x -> S 1

1.		Run	Picobot!		Which	rule	A,	B,	or	C	runs	first?			________

1a.		How	many	times	does	rule	(A)	run?		__________
1b.		How	many	times	does	rule	(B)	run?		__________
1c.		How	many	times	does	rule	(C)	run?		__________

One step per rule
One rule to rule 

them all?

That's  precious!

The	Rule	is	

2.		Picobot	stops	when	no	rule	matches.	Where	does	it	stop?

3.		Add	a	rule	so	that	Picobot	continues	back	upward!

Extra #1     Rule A has a bug! What is it? 
Extra #2     Add rules to finish exploring the 
empty room from any starting point… 
Extra #3     How to do this in only 6 rules total?!

rule	(A)

rule	(B)

rule	(C)

more	
rules

Solutions!

P0

P0

P0P1
P1
P1
P1

P1

B
1

3
4

see	above!

see	above!

should be N*x*

hw0pr3

extra!

Write	a	rule	so	Picobot	returns	back	upwards...

1 ***S -> X 0

Hint:		Use	a	step	of			X		to	stay	in	place	...

error!



Warning!			What's	wrong	here?

state surroundings

0 ***x 0N

direction new state

Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

0 x*** 0S

these two rules are a broken 

Picobot program!



Warning!			What's	wrong	here?

state surroundings

0 0N

direction new state

Picobot checks its rules from the top each time.
When it finds a matching rule, that rule runs.

Notes

0 0S

There can only be ONE rule per situation!

and a "situation" is state and surroundings

these two rules are a broken 

Picobot program!

***x
x*** These two situations 

COULD BE the same!



CS	~	Complexity	Science

Shortest	Picobot	
program:	

8	rules

problem	4

pr.	6	(extra!)

pr.	5	(extra!)

Shortest	Picobot	
program:	

6	rules

problem	3



Maze	strategies?



Right	Hand
	Rule



Maze	strategies? Right	Hand	Rule

Keep	yo
ur	

"right	h
and"	

on	the	w
all,	

Picobot
!

Why	might	this	
be		difficult		for	

Picobot?



Maze	strategies? Right	Hand	Rule

Keep	yo
ur	

"right	h
and"	

on	the	w
all,	

Picobot
!

We'll	need	to	use	
state	to	represent	
the	direction	

Picobot	is	facing.

State	0
State	1
State	2
State	3

facing to	the	
right



Suppose	Picobot	wants	to	traverse	a	maze	with	its	right	hand	always	on	the	wall...

0

0

0

(A)	

(B)	

(C)	

Repeat	this	IDEA	for	all	four	states,	representing	all	four	facing	directions.

0 xE** 0N->

0 ->

Write	1	rule	to	tell	Picobot	to	do	the	right	thing	if	it	hits	a	dead	end.

(A)	CORRIDOR	rule
			If	you're	facing	N	with	a	wall	at	right	and	space	ahead		then		go	forward”

(B)	INTERSECTION	rule
			“If	you're	facing	North	and	lose	the	wall,			then		get	over	to	the	wall	now!”

(C)	DEAD	END	rule	



Suppose	Picobot	wants	to	traverse	a	maze	with	its	right	hand	always	on	the	wall...

(A)	CORRIDOR	rule
			If	you're	facing	N	with	a	wall	at	right	and	space	ahead		then		go	forward”

0

(B)	INTERSECTION	rule
			“If	you're	facing	North	and	lose	the	wall,			then		get	over	to	the	wall	now!”

0

(C)	DEAD	END	rule	

0

(A)	

(B)	

(C)	

Write	1	or	2	rules	to	tell	Picobot	to	do	the	right	thing	if	it	hits	a	dead	end.

0 xE** 0N->
state 0 means "still 

facing north"

0  ->*x** 1E
state 1 means "now 

facing east"

0  ->NE** 2X state 2 means "now 

facing west"

Repeat	this	IDEA	for	all	four	states,	representing	all	four	facing	directions.



Hooray!?!

Is	it	working?



Post questions to piazza...

You are not alone!
I can attest 

to that!

Lead on!       
I will follow.

hw0

Happy	Picobottin
g!

And,	good	luck	with	the	adventure	of	Python!

Come to tutoring hours!

-	Onward	-
Southward!

Eastward!

Northward!

Westward!




